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Several structural and distance properties of the class of codes are 
derived and utilized in developing a decoding algorithm. Thresholds 
are determined from distance properties of the codes. Further prop- 
erties of the codes, under the conditions of the algorithm, are utilized 
to reduce the number of path comparisons required to ensure mini- 
mum distance decoding. Simulation results how that the choice of 
generator sequence has a marked effect on the ability of the decoder to 
recover after an error is made. 
INTRODUCTION 
Very successful decoding algorithms for convolutional tree codes have 
been developed by Wozencraft, Fano, et al 1961, 1963, and 1965. These 
algorithms use very few properties of the codes. I t  is the purpose of this 
paper to examine single-generator, binary, convolutional codes for struc- 
tural and distance properties which may be exploited in the development 
of decoding algorithms. The codes utilized are from a class studied by 
Lin and Lyne 1967. 
A decoding algorithm utilizing properties found in this study and 
previous work by Pfeiffer and Lin 1965 shows some promising features. 
Given the previous decoding choices, the procedure guarantees a choice 
of the next section of v segments (one constraint length) in the decoder 
which is at minimum distance from the corresponding section of the 
received signal. The use of code properties reduces greatly the number 
of path comparisons needed to ensure the minimum distance of the 
chosen path. If no previous decoding error has been made and if channel 
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noise does not exceed aguaranteed rror-correcting capability determined 
by distance properties of the code, correct decoding is assured. However, 
many error patterns which exceed this guaranteed capability are cor- 
rected, as is true in other schemes. 
The limitation of path comparisons to one constraint length means 
that the decoder operates with a higher probability of undetected error 
than does a Fano type algorithm, which allows unlimited backup. The 
practical result is a tradeoff between probability of decoding error and 
probability of buffer overflow. The maximum decoding effort on any one 
segment is bounded by a number of operations which has been signifi- 
cantly reduced by exploiting properties of the code. If undetected errors 
are not too serious, such a tradeoff may be desirable. 
The seriousness of undetected decoding errors is aggravated in se- 
quential decoding systems by the tendency of errors to propagate. 
Various simulation studies have shown that this may not be too serious 
a problem for properly chosen generator sequences. Some simulation evi- 
dence is given in this paper to indicate that good choice of a generator 
sequence--even among equivalent sequences which generate the same set 
of codewords--may improve greatly the ability of the decoder to recover 
after a decoding error. Further study of this problem is under way, and 
a subsequent paper is anticipated. 
1. CONVOLUTIONAL CODES 
A general description of single-generator, binary, convolutional codes 
is given in Wozencraft et al., 1961, 1965. These codes are linear, or group, 
codes under the operation of term-by-term additional modulo 2, and 
they may be represented in a useful way by a code tree which extends 
indefinitely from any node. Each message digit is encoded into a channel 
or code digits, giving a maximum information rate of 1/a bits per digit. 
Encoding of the message is done one digit at a time, with the resulting 
choice of a code digits depending upon both the present message digit 
and the v -- 1 previous message digits, where v is the constraint length of 
the code in segments. This length is determined by the length in digits 
n = av of the generator sequence. Encoding may be viewed as the 
selection of a path through the code tree, one branch at a time, in ac- 
cordance with successive message digits. We suppose the tree is arranged 
so that at any node the choice dictated by a message digit 0 is the upper 
branch and by a message digit 1 is the lower branch. Decoding is then 
accomplished by determining the correct path through the tree. 
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If u, v are two binary sequences of the same length, we define the 
addition operation @ by the requirement that the sum u @ v is a new 
sequence w having ones in each position in which u and v are different 
and zeros in each position for which they are the same. For any binary 
sequence v we let Iv I indicate the weight of the sequence, by which we 
mean the total number of ones in the sequence. The Hamming distance 
d(u, v) between two sequences i defined to be the weight l u @ v I of 
the sum. This is a true distance function in the mathematical sense of the 
term and has the usual properties, including the triangle inequality 
property. 
A number of useful properties of the codes are well kno~m. We state 
several of these for ready reference. 
(i) The code produced is a group code. If two paths of the same 
length in the tree, extending through branches of the same order, 
are combined by the addition operation, the resulting sequence 
corresponds to another path in the tree of the same length and 
extending through branches of the same order. 
(ii) If one considers all the paths consisting of k branches or 
segments extending from a given node, the resulting subtree may 
be referred to as a k-unit. Such a k-unit is naturally divided into 
two half trees, depending on which choice is made of the first 
branch. The distance between half trees is the minimum Hamming 
distance between pairs of paths, one chosen from each of the two 
half trees. A study of the distance properties of the tree code 
Lin, 1965 shows that the distance between the upper half and 
lower half of the k-unit depends only on k and not on which 
k-unit is chosen. We can then define a distance function d(. ) such 
that d(k) is the distance between half trees of any k-unit. 
(iii) If a code tree is entered at any node, the paths stemming 
from that node form a tree. If any two sequences of message 
digits agree in the last v - 1 places, the tree stemming from the 
nodes at which the vth digit is chosen are identical. 
This last property may be stated more precisely as follows. Suppose S 
is an initial k-unit, 1 _<- k _-< v (i.e., S is the k-unit entered after v - 1 or 
more zeros have been encoded). By the construction of the code, any 
k-unit W is of the form 
W= {w:w=w~@x,  xES} 
for a fixed sequence w0 of length ak digits or k segments. The sequence 
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w0 depends upon the v -- 1 message digits previous to those in the k 
positions for the k-unit. If these v - 1 message digits are all zeros, then 
w0 is a zero sequence. In general, w0 is the uppermost path in the k-unit. 
2. SOME FURTHER PROPERTIES OF THE CODES 
To the list of well-known properties we add several which we exploit 
to provide simple decoding procedures. First, we develop some theorems 
on the structure of the code tree. To simplify exposition, we adopt the 
following notation. 
W is any given k-unit, 1 < k = 
w is any path in W 
S is the initial k-unit 
x is any path in S 
v is any binary sequence of length ak digits 
So is the half of the initial/e-unit S which contains the zero element 
(the upper half) 
St is the other half tree in the initial k-unit (the lower half) 
W0 is the half of the k-unit W obtained by adding w0 to sequences 
in So (the upper half of W) 
Wt is the lower half of W 
W~, Wb are the two halves of W, when it is not known which is 
the upper and which is the lower half tree. 
We may now assert: 
(iv) If w, w' E W, then w @ w' E S, since 
w@w'= Wo@X@Wo@x'=O@x@x'ES .  
(v) If wE  W, thenx  @wE Wi f f i xES .  
Proof. 
(a) Suppose w' = x @ w E W 
then w@w'=w@w@x=xES 
(b) Suppose x E S 
then x ®w =x @x'@wo = x" @Wo= w"E  W 
(vi) If w, w' ~ W then w @ w' E So iffi w and w' belong to 
same half tree. 
Proof. 
For W = S, we see that x @ x' E So iffi the first segment of x 
and of x' are the same, so that x and x' belong to the same half 
tree. For the general case, we consider w = w0 @ x and 
w' = w0 @ x'. By the construction of the code, the sequences w, w' 
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belong to the same half tree in W if5 x, x t belong to the same half 
tree in S. The result then follows from the fact that 
t ! 
w@w'=wo@x@wo@x =x@x 
(vii) Consider the two half trees of any /c-unit W. Suppose 
xE  SandwE W~.Then 
xESo i f f i x@w~ W~ 
or, equivalently 
xE&i f f i x®wE Wb 
Proof. 
We must consider two cases. 
(~) Wo = W0. 
x® w= wo® x '® x= wo® x" C Wo 
iM x" E So iM x C S0 
(b) A similar argument holds for W~ = W1. 
We now develop some theorems involving the Hamming distance be- 
tween sequences in a/c-unit. The quantity d(/c) is the distance between 
half trees in any/c-unit. The guaranteet error-correcting capability T(/c) 
for the/c-unit is the integer such that T(]c) < d(/c)/2 _6- < T(/C) + 1 or, 
equivalently, 2T(k) + i _<- d(k) <_5 2T(I¢) + 2. We may put this in a 
useful form by defining 
(1 for d(/c) odd 
~(/C) = ~2 for d(/c) even 
We then have 
T(/c) = [d(k) - ~(k)] /2 
We note the fact that since the zero element belongs to S0 we must have 
Ix [ > d(k) for everyx E $1. 
The first property to be proved justifies the designation of T@) as the 
error-correcting capability. This is discussed in Section 3. 
(viii) Let u, w~ W, any k-unit. If l u Q v l <_- T@) and 
]w ® v[ = [w' @ v I for all w' C W, then u, w belong to the 
same half tree. 
Proof. 
Theehoiceofw'  = uimplies Iw @ v I _<_ l u @ v I <__ T(k). Now 
[weu[  = [woveveu[  < [wev[  + luev l  < 2T(~) 
< d(]c) which implies w, u belong to the same half tree. 
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The next property concerns thresholds to be used in the search procedure. 
For each k = 1, 2, . . .  , ~ we let 
T*(k) = T(k) + 8(k) = [d(k) + ~(k)]/2 
(ix) Let W be any k-unit and let w E W, .  If I w @ v I < T*(k) 
then[w@vl  < Iw '@v l fo reveryw'E  Wb. 
Proof. 
w@w'  =xES1 by(v i ) ,and  I xl > d(k) 
I w • v J < d(k) + ~(k) _ 1 < T(~) + 1 
2 
Iw 'ev l= [x*wev l  
> ] x l -  ]w@ v I > d(k) d (k )+~(k)  +1 
- -  = 2 
d(k)  - ~(k)  
- 2 + l>]wev]  
The next property provides the basis for an efficient search when 
branch-by-branch search has resulted in a wrong choice. 
(x) Supposew E Wa, I w @ vl = T(k) ~ n, withn  > 1, and 
there exists a sequence x E $1 such that I w @ v @ x l = T(k) 
-~n-m,  w i thm> 1. 
a. Then w' -~ w @ x E Wb and max[m, d(k)] < Ix I =< d(k) 
2n- -  ( m ~ 1) andre <= 2n-  1. 
b. Ix I is odd or even according as m is odd or even. 
c. Forn  = 1 , ]w @v @xl  = T(k) and I xl = d(k) 
d. Forn  = 1, i fuE  Wand lu  @v l  <-- T (k ) , thenu  and w' 
belong to the same half tree. 
Proof. 
1? Sincex E $1, we have Ix I --> d(]¢), andx  @ w E Wb. 
2 ° . Suppose Ix I > d(k) + 2n - (m ~- 1). Then 
]w @v @x]  =>- Ixl - ]w @ v I > d(k) -~ 2n -- (m ~- 1) 
-- T (k ) - -n> T(k)  +n- -m 
which is a contradiction. If Ix[ < m, then [w @ v @ x[ > 
[w @ vl  -- Ix I > T(k) + n -- m, which is a contradiction. 
Since Ix ] __> d(k) we must have 2n - (m ~- 1) => 0. 
3. ° Let t = w @ v. Suppose t has r ones and x has s ones (i.e., 
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I t ] = r and I x ] = s). These will match in p places, which requires 
I t@xl=r-P-}'s-P=r+s-2p. Thec°nditi°n]t@xl= 
r - m requires ]x ] = s = 2p - m, which is odd iffi m is odd. 
4 ° . For n = 1, d(k)  <= l xl  <= d(k), and 
T(~) >_ - lw ,v ,x l  > i x1 -  lw .v ]  
_>_ 2T(k) -}- 1 - T(k) - 1. 
5? For n = 1, 
[w'eu[  = Iw '~v*vOu[  
<_ I w' ~v  I q- iv @u I <= 2T(k) < d(k)  
so that w' and u must belong to the same half tree. 
This theorem states necessary conditions on x = w ~ w' in order that w' 
differ from v in fewer places than does w. In the search for such w' ,  we 
need consider only those w @ x where x belongs to the subset satisfying 
the necessary conditions. In a later section, we derive further necessary 
conditions on x, resulting from the nature of the search procedures used. 
These conditions erve to restrict he list of permiss ib le  x to a very small 
number in most cases of interest. 
3. DECODING STRATEGY 
The decoder has a register which holds a sequence of v consecutive 
channel digits to be decoded. This channel sequence is compared system- 
atically with possible paths in the code tree to try to determine which 
path corresponds to the encoded message sequence actually transmitted. 
Selection of this path is tantamount to decoding. 
In order to facilitate xposition of the search procedures, we specialize 
some of the previous notation to the decoding problem and add several 
additional symbols. 
u = t ransmit ted sequence, which is a path in the code tree chosen in the 
process of encoding the message 
v = received sequence, which differs from the transmitted sequence be- 
cause of channel errors due to noise 
e = u @ v = channel  error sequence, which is a binary sequence with a 
one in each position at which the channel noise has changed the 
the transmitted igit into its opposite 
w = tentatively decoded path, a path in the code tree being compared 
with the received sequence n. 
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t = w @ v = test-error sequence, which has ones in those positions in 
which w and v differ 
For any of the sequences, ay w, we let wb be the sequence consisting of 
the last b segments of w. Thus, wl is the last segment of w. 
The basic decoding strategy is the following: we always seek a path w 
at min imum distance I t I from the received sequence v. Then if the number 
of channel errors I~el does not exceed the error-correcting capability 
T(,) of the code, we are assured by theorem (viii) that w and u belong 
to the same half tree. This means  that the first segments  of w and  u are 
the same. Decod ing  of the first segment  of w is therefore correct. It should 
be noted that many error patterns whose  weights exceed the guaranteed 
error-correcting capability T(v) will also be corrected, although analysis 
in this case is very difficult. 
4. DECODING OPERATIONS 
The search for a path w at minimum distance I t l from the received 
sequence v is carried out by means of basic decoding operations of in- 
creasing complexity. We describe these in the general case of any a > 1 
and illustrate them for a specific code having ~ = 3. Once the basic 
operations are described and illustrated, they will be combined into an 
efficient search algorithm. 
Basic Branch Operation (BBO). Whenever a path w is found which is at 
minimum distance It I from v, the decoder carries out the simplest and 
most basic decode and search operation. It  shifts out the earliest seg- 
ment of w, which is decoded as a correct representation f the correspond- 
ing transmitted segment. At the same time, a new segment of the re- 
ceived sequence v is shifted into the decoder. A new segment of w must 
be determined. If the previous egments of w are tentatively accepted as 
correct, there are only two possible choices for the next segment. These 
are the two branches connected to the last segment previously selected. 
The decoder selects the one which is closer to the new segment of v. 
The codes to be used are characterized by the fact that the two 
branches temming from the same node are always ones complements of
each other. This means that d(1) = ~. A comparison of the received 
sequence with the upper branch shows whether the one-segment test 
distance I t11 is less than or equal to a/2. If it is, the upper branch is 
chosen; if not, the lower branch (its ones complement) is selected. We 
generally avoid codes with even values of a, in order to avoid the am- 
biguous situation of I t~ 1 = ~/2. The theory is developed to cover this 
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possibility, however. If we let 
f (a - -1 ) /2  for a odd 
r = T*(1) -- 1 = a/2 for a even. 
then we always have [ tl ] =< r. For a = 3, r = I and the segment selected 
differs from the received segment in at most one place. 
Maximum Backup Distance. So long as the branch-by-branch search 
of the BBO is successful, decoding proceeds with a minimum of decoding 
effort. However, if a burst of errors in some segment should lead to an 
incorrect choice of branch, the BBO cannot achieve a return to the cor- 
rect path. I t  becomes necessary to back up and make a more complicated 
search of an appropriate b-unit. If there is an indication of trouble, it is 
important to know how far to back up, in order thut the search not be 
needlessly extensive. With the aid of property (ix) we may make the 
following solution to the problem. 
We begin by considering the thresholds utilized in property (ix). These 
depend upon the distance function d(. ). An example for an a = 3 Code 
is given in Table 1. We then determine the maximum backup distance 
bt as follows: 
(i) If [t[ < T*(,), we select the largest integer bt such thab 
T*(bt) ~ I t ] .  
(ii) If [tl > T*(~), we take bt = ~,. 
The result for the illustrative code is given in Table 2. For this code each 
value of [t [ produces a different bt, but this is not always the case for 
codes with larger a. 
Some justification of the term maximum backup distance is in order. 
If bt < ~, we note that for any larger b we must have [ t ] < T*(b) .  Thi's 
means that there is no need to search a b-unit for any larger b. To see 
TABLE 1 
CODE USED TO ~LLUSTR2kTE DECODING OPERATIONS 
= 3 ~ = 13 T(~) = 6 
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
g(k) 111 001 010 010 001 011 011 010 000 000 000 010 011 
d(k) 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 O 10 11 12 12 13 
T(/~) i 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 5 5 5 6 
T*(k) 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 5 6 6 7 7 7 
g(k) is the kth generator segment. 
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TABLE 2 
1V[AXIMUM BACKUP DISTANCE 
(Code of Table 1) 
[ t l  3 6 7 
bl 1 3 5 8* 10 13 
*Th is  value can be reduced to 7 since t8 = T*(8) = T*(7) = 5 impl ies 
x8 ] - d(8) -- d(7) = 9, which implies xsa I = 0. 
this, suppose w' is a path which breaks off from w at a distance b > bt. 
Then [tb [ _--< [tl  < T*(b). By property (ix) we must have I Wb @ Vb I =< 
I WJ @ Vbl, which implies that I w @ v I ~ [ w' @ v I. 
Backup Reduction Operation. The maximum backup distance is based 
on the test error I tl over the whole path in the decoder. If some of the 
test-error weight comes before b,, this estimate may be too high. Suppose 
I tb~ [ < [ t [. We have established that we need search only the bt-unit. 
We may now treat the bt-unit as we previously did the entire v-unit, using 
l tb~ I instead of It ]. Thus, we may determine a bl < bt corresponding to 
I tbt I in the same manner as we found bt corresponding to It I: By argu- 
ments parallel to those in the maximum backup case, it follows that there 
is no need to search b-units for b > bl. Now if I t bl ] < I tb~ I, we may be 
able to find a b2 < bl, etc. At some point the process tops with a minimal 
value b0. We need only search the b0-unit. 
We call the process of going from bt to b0 the backup reduction operation 
(BRO). To carry out the BRO, we use the function which determines bt 
for a given It I. To illustrate, we may consider the function in Table 2. 
Suppose I t I = 6, so that bt = 10. If there is a distance of 2 in the first 3 
segments, I h0] = 4; then bl = 5. If I t5 ] = 3, then b2 = 3. If I t31 = 3, no 
further reduction is possible, and we have b0 = 3. Instead of searching 
the bt-unit (a 10-unit), we search the b0-unit (a 3-unit), with consider- 
able saving in search operations. Examples of codes with larger a indi- 
cate even more rapid reduction of backup from the original estimate bt. 
Conditions .for Search. Each time we carry out the BBO, we are confi- 
dent that the previous w has minimum test-error weight. Then if the 
new w results in [ tl [ = 0 (zero test error in the last segment) we can be 
sure that it, too, has minimum tesVerror weight. But if I h l > 0, we 
have the possibility that some other path may have smaller weight. We 
are not sure, for instance, that the old w is the only one with minimum 
test-error weight. There may have been some other such path for 
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the best choice of the new segment would give I tl I = 0. Thus, when the 
BBO results in ] tl ] > 0, we must check whether a search is needed. We 
do this by checking I t ] for the whole path and determining bt. If bt is 
small enough, the BBO insures the threshold conditions are met and w 
has minimum test-error weight. If bt is larger, we first carry out the BRO 
to determine bo ~ b~. If bo is small enough, we can accept w and continue 
with the BBO. However, if b0 is larger than a predetermined amount, it 
is necessary to search the b0-unit. We turn next to consider such a 
search. 
The b-unit Search. We now show how properties (ix) and (x) and the 
BRO may be used to carry out an efficient search for a path with mini- 
mum test-error weight when the backup distance b0 is determined. Since 
the search procedure may lead to search in successively smaller b-units, 
we describe the search for a general choice of b. 
Property (vi) shows that if there is a new path w' with tail sequence 
in the opposite half of the b-unit, we must have wb' = wb G xb, with 
x~ in the lower half of the initial b-unit. Property (x) shows that xb must 
satisfy certain conditions which serve to restrict the number of possible 
paths. Actually, we shall find some other conditions which further restrict 
the class of permissible xb. We look for wJ (and hence for w') by adding 
each of the permissible xb to wb. The smaller the value of b and the smaller 
the number of permissible xb, the more efficient he search. 
We suppose that b -<__ b0 _-_ ,, so that I tb ] >_- T*(b) and that I t j  ] is the 
smallest est-error weight found in the b-unit by adding permissible x~ to 
wb. We consider three possibilities: 
1. ° I tb'l =< max [T*(b) - 1, l tbl - It, ll. Property (ix) and the 
search procedure guarantee that w' must have minimum test- 
error weight. We therefore accept w r and return to the BBO. 
2.0 max [T*(b) - 1, [tb ] - It1 ]] < ]t J l  < ]tb]. We memorize wJ 
and search for a wb" in the same half tree as wb having the proper- 
ties that Itb" I is the smallest est-error weight in this half tree and 
Its" I < I t J  I. The search procedure is described in a, b, below. 
If such a wj '  is found, accept his as the new tail for w; if no such 
wb" exists, accept wb'. In either case, return to the BBO. 
a. We accept he first segment of wb and search the (b - 1)-unit 
stemming from this segment. We check I tb-~ [ and carry out 
the BRO to determine the minimum c of the unit to be 
searched. 
b. We add the permissible x~ to w¢ to find possible wj' .  Either 
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the process terminates with the acceptance of some we" lead- 
ing to a minimum test-error weight, or there is a further re- 
duction in the size of the unit to be searched. If the reduction 
goes far enough, the conditions of the BBO will guarantee that 
P!  ° . 
wb has the minimum test-error weight. 
3? [ tJ 1 ->- I tb I. We reject he opposite half of the b-unit and accept 
the first segment of w~. We search for wJ r as in 2? a and b. 
The Decoding Algorithm. We are now in a position to summarize the 
decoding algorithm in simple outline form. We note that the condition 
] t] < T*(2) guarantees b~ = 1, in which case the BBO insures a mini- 
mum test-error weight. The search algorithm is: 
17 Utilize the BBO to determine a possible path w. 
17 If for this path It1[ -- 0, accept w and return to the BBO. 
3 ° If Ih l  > 0, check It I- 
4. ° If [tl  < T*(2), accept w and return to the BBO. 
5 °. If ] t l _-> T*(2), determine bt and carry out BRO to determine 
b0. 
6.0 If b0 < 2, accept w and return to the BBO. 
7 °. If b0 > 2, begin a b0-unit search, continuing until a path is ac- 
cepted, at which time return to the BBO. 
For the a -- 3 code, special conditions allow the acceptance of the path if 
bt or bo are less than three. The BBO forces the condition I tb I < T*(b) 
for b < 3. In general, however, we must use the limits stated above. 
5. PROPERTIES AND USE OF THE PERMISSIBLE xb 
The conditions of search are such that the decoded sequence w has a 
minimum test-error weight I t [ before a new segment is shifted in. When 
a new segment of received sequence is shifted into the decoder, a new 
segment of w is determined by the BBO. If at b segments from the end 
of the sequence in the decoder we need to make a b-unit search, we have a 
violation of the threshold condition; i.e., 
l tbl = I wb @vbl = T(b) +n with n_~ ~(b) >= 1 
If there is a sequence I xb ] in the lower half of the initial b-unit such that 
I t J I  = l Wb@Vb@Xbl  = I tb@x~l  = T(b) +n- -m with m>- 1 
then several conditions must be met by permissible xb. From property 
(x) we get 
a. d(b) <- I xbl ~ d(b) + 2n- -  (m + 1) =< d(b) -~ 2n- -  2 
b. [ xb ] is odd or even according as m is odd or even 
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Under the BBO, wehave ] h I _-< r. From (x), we have m =< 2s - I. Also, 
the amount of reduction m c~nnot exceed I h I, since the largest possible 
m occurs if I tl r f = 0 and the p~th w r has the same test-error weight in 
the segments before the last ~s does w. We may conclude 
c. 1 -<_ m-<_m0 = min[]t l l ,  2n -  1] 
Sincem = I tbl - I t / I ,  then the condition I tbl - ]h} _< ] t J ]  -- ]h ' l ,  
guaranteed by the nature of the search, implies 
d. I t l ' l  < I t l l  - <_- I t11 - 1 
For any xb, let xb.= represent the last a segments of xb. If It1 ] = p and 
If1 ' I = q, then we must have p - 2 _-< ]xb,11 --< P + q, with the largest 
value holding if xb a has p ones in the positions where h has one and has q 
more elsewhere. Hence 
e. 1 < [xb.iI < 21tl l  - m < 21tl l  - 1 < 2r - 1 
In order to build a table of permissible xb it is desirable to determine 
the largest possible n in the expression T(b)  + n. We note that under the 
BBO the maximum distance in any segment is br where r -- T*(1) - 1. 
Now suppose a segment had more than r channel errors. At some stage 
the incorrect branch obtained by BBO is corrected in a b-unit search. 
This means that the test-error weight in that segment becomes greater 
than r. However, the weights in the segments which follow must be ad- 
justed so that the total weight is reduced. Hence, we must have 
T(b)  + n <= br, so that we may assert 
f. n <= nb = br - T(b)  
In some situations we m~y have the same minimum weight for several 
consecutive values of b (see Table 1 for an example). In such a case, we 
have a restriction on xb which may be useful. 
g. If d(b) = d(b -- a), a >_- 1, and]xb] = d(b) + re, then [Xb,al --< m, 
with equality iffi the first b-a segments of xb have minimum total weight 
d(b). 
This follows from the fact that the weight of the first b-a segments i
]xb I - -  I xb.~ I, which is at least equal to d(b - a) = d(b).  
In making a search, we have four possible cases with regard to permis- 
sible weights of xb, depending on whether d(b) and m (hence Ixb I) are 
odd or even. Table 3 summarizes minimum and maximum values in each 
of the four cases. Since larger values of m imply smaller maximum values 
of ]xb I, the search should begin with the smallest I xb] and increase 
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TABLE 3 
P~MIssI~,~ W~Ia~s oF [xbl 
d(b) o ,  [x~ I Min I xb I ~a~ I ~ I 
Odd Odd d(b) d(b) + 2n -- 2 
Odd Even d(b) + 1 d(b) 4- 2r~ - 3 
Even Odd d(b) 4- 1 d(b) + 2n -- 3 
Even Even d(b) 4- 2 d(b) 4- 2n - 4 
toward the maximum, stopping if a value of reduction m = m0 is 
a.chieved. 
A t  each weight ixb I we examine possible last segments I xb,11 to see if a 
reduction is possible--i.e., if It1' I < I tl I. If so, we check to see whether 
[ t~' I < I tb I. This may be done in a quite systematic fashion, 
Wb tt For the condition 2°., we seek a by adding xo to we in order to find 
a new tail having test-error weight I tb r' I < [ t J  [ < I tb [. In this case, we 
may modify conditions c, d, and e, above, slightly, as follows. If we 
letm'  = [tb[ - It b"[ > m_-> 1, then 
/ TFt t c m < -<- It, i 
d' I t "  m'= I <lt l- <1t11-2  
¢ ! 
e 1 < Ixo,~l < 2}t l ]  - m - 1 < 2 l t~ l  - 3 
For the a = 3 code, r = 1, I t~ I = 1, and m = 1, so that [ xb I is odd and 
I xba I = 1. The latter condition requires that xb,t = 001, 010, or 100. 
Table 4 shows values of n6 and minimum and maximum values of permis- 
sible xb. For each permissible weight, we may group the xb according to 
xb.t. Then since the possible t~ = 001,010, or 100, it is clear that we need 
only consider those xb such that xba = tl. For larger a the grouping may 
be somewhat more complicated, but a systematic approach may result 
in considerable r duction of the number of xb to be checked in any par- 
ticular case. Table 5 shows the permissible xb for values of b = 3, 4, 5, 
and for each possible weight Ixb I. These sequences are determined by an 
examination of the lower half of the initial b-unit. For larger values of b, 
a computer search was used. Table 6 shows the numbers of xb for various 
b and xb.,. I t  is apparent that for some situations there are no xb which 
satisfy the necessary conditions and hence no } tJ I < ] tb ]. For the a = 3 
code, we do not search for b = 1, 2, as noted earlier. 
6. SOME SIMULATION RESULTS 
The decoding scheme has been programmed for an IBM 7040 com- 
puter. The channel is a simulated Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC), 
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TABLE 4 
PE~MIssI~L~ W~I~E~s oF [x~ [ 
= 3 v = 13 T(v) = 6 
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Min Max I xb ] 


























5 5 . . . . . .  
7 - 7 . . . . .  
7 7 9 . . . .  
9 - 9 11 . . . .  
9 9 11 13 . . . .  
9 9 11 13 15 - - - 
11 - 11 13 15 17 - - 
11  11 13 15 17 19 - - 
13 - 13 15 17 19 21 - -  
13 - 13 15 17 19 21 23 
13 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 
TABLE 5 
PIgI~MISSIBLE Xb FOE b ~< 5 
(Code of Table 1) 
b I X5 Xb,i Xb 
3 5 001 -- 
010 111 001 010 
i00 - -  
4 7 001 Iii Ii0 i00 001 
010 
100 111 001 101 100 
5 7 001 I i i  001 010 010 001 
010 
100 
9 001 - -  
010 
100 111 ,001 101 011 100 
w i th  var ious  va lues  of c rossover  p robab i l i ty  p.  The  code parameters  are 
= 3 and  v = 13. Most  of the  resu l ts  were  based  on the  generator  
sequence  in  Tab le  1. The  program is far  f rom opt imum,  be ing  s lowed by  
the  fac t  that  p rov is ions  are made for modi f i cat ions  of parameters  and  for 
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TABLE 6 
NUMBER OF PERMISSIBLE 
No.  Xb 
b Ixbl 
001 010 100 
3 5 0 1 0 
4 7 1 0 1 
5 7 1 0 0 
9 0 0 1 
6 9 0 2 2 
11 1 0 0 
7 9 2 1 0 
11 0 3 2 
13 i 0 1 
8 9 0 0 0 
11 2 4 2 
13 3 3 3 
15 2 0 2 
9 11 3 1 2 
13 6 5 7 
15 4 5 5 
17 2 3 1 
10 11 2 0 0 
13 4 4 5 
15 9 13 13 
17 11 11 9 
19 5 3 3 
Ixb I 
.No. X b 
001 010 100 
11 13 4 4 4 
15 14 13 i1 
17 20 22 22 
19 16 16 20 
21 8 6 6 
12 13 1 4 4 
15 12 14 11 
17 29 27 28 
19 43 38 40 
21 33 28 30 
23 8 12 13 
13 13 0 0 1 
15 12 11 9 
17 36 28 42 
19 64 77 54 
21 72 64 79 
23 44 53 45 
25 20 20 20 
var ious counting and bookkeeping operat ions to analyze behavior  of the 
system. The computer  pr ints out  var ious i tems of information,  including 
the number  of backups to make a b unit  search, the number  of backup 
reduct ion operations, the max imum number  of paths per  search, the 
average number  of paths  per  search, and the number  of decoding errors. 
Results for three noise condit ibns, as determined by  the crossover prob-  
ab i l i ty  p for the BSC, are shown in Tab le  7. Both  experience and theo- 
reticaI considerations have shown that  for compar ison of results at  differ- 
ent rates the figure R/R¢om, is a bet ter  measure of the seriousness of noise 
than  is the value of p. This  parameter  is shown in Tables 7 and 8. Here 
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TABLE 7 
SIMULATION l~E SULTS 
Binary Symmetric Channel ~ = 3 ~ = t3 
Generator sequence g - g 
111 001 010 010 001 011 011 010 000 000 000 010 011 
Crossover probability p 0.01265 0.0235 0.0324 
R/R~omp 0.47 0.54 0.59 
No. of message digits 108,000 216,000 216,000 
No. of backup searches 64 398 733 
No. of BRO 835 5,412 11,847 
Max. no. paths per search 3 7 30 
Avg. no. paths per search 1.03 1.07 1.11 
Avg. no. operations per digit* 1.009 1.029 1.062 
No. of decoding errors 0 0 6** 
* Avg. no. of operations per digit 
No. backups + No. BRO + No. path comp. 
=1+ 
No. message digits 
** A burst resulting from acceptance of one decoding error. 
R = i /a  is the transmission rate in bits per channel symbol and Roomp is 
a critical value of rate which is given for the BSC by the expression 
R~omp = 1 -- 2 logs [p~/2 + (1 - p)~2] 
In  addition to the information provided directly by the computer, a
figure for the average number of decoding operations per message digit 
has been computed and tabulated. For this computation, the basic 
branch operation (BBO) is taken to be the unit. I t  is assumed that a 
backup, a backup reduction operation (BRO), and a path comparison 
each take approximately the same amount of time as one BBO. The 
underlying assumption is that it takes approximately the same time to 
compare two paths, regardless of the length, in the range from one 
segment to v segments. If not, the increase beyond unity of the average 
number  of operations must  be modified. The  factor should probably not 
exceed two or three in the most unfavorable conditions. Figures for the 
average number of decoding operations are 1.009, 1.029, and 1.062 for 
values of R/R  .... , of 0.47, 0.54, and 0.59, respectively. 
One of the most interesting phenomena observed is found in the 
third column of Table 7, for p = 0.0324 and R/R  .. . .  p = 0.59. Six de- 
coding errors were observed. These actually came in a short burst in 
the second block of 10,800 message digits in the run, where a trouble- 
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TABLE 8 
COMPARISON OF GENERATOR SEQUENCES 
g = 111 001 010 010 001 011 011 010 000 000 
g*= 111 110 100 110 I l l  011 110 000 001 111 110 
216,000 message digits, p = 0.0604, 39, 127 channel errors 
R/R~oml, = 0.76 
Max. no. paths per search = 52 for g, 113 for g*. 
Each section in tabulation below includes 10,800 message digits 
000 010 011 
111 011 
No. BR0 No. backup Avg. paths Bursts of 
Section searches per search decoding errors 
g g* g g* g g* g g* 
1 3337 3337 142 142 1.19 1.23 0 0 
2 3039 3039 122 122 1.26 1.35 0 0 
3 3172 8619 146 229 1.23 1.82 12 359 
4 2767 7223 131 199 1.23 1.95 6 262 
5 2855 2855 126 126 1.28 1.88 0 0 
6 2903 2903 129 129 1.25 1.78 0 0 
7 2818 8924 117 216 1.29 1.93 12 397 
8 2630 2630 131 131 1.26 1.84 0 0 
9 2871 3323 132 136 1.25 1.78 2 21 
10 3226 12709 146 292 1.24 2.08 2 629 
11 2739 11008 125 255 1.23 2.16 7 531 
12 2840 5630 130 172 1.21 2.19 4 179 
13"* 3360 5911 133 177 1.20 2.16 9 115 
10 74 
14 2782 2782 146 146 1.20 2.10 0 0 
15 3123 34577 133 632 1.20 2.55 15 1970 
16 2532 2532 112 112 1.21 2.51 0 0 
17 3046 25897 132 490 1.20 2.66 5 1447 
18 2708 22033 128 414 1.20 2.81 10 1183 
19"** 3944 17235 155 376 1.23 2.90 5 262 
10 408 
30 198 
20** 3642 14629 168 347 1.24 2.91 12 540 
6 168 
Total 60334 197796 2684 8743 1.24 2.91 157 8743 
** These sections have two bursts of decoding errors. 
*** This section has three bursts of decoding errors. 
some but  low probabi l i ty noise burst  occurred. This caused a. decoding 
error, which in turn caused further decoding errors. However,  instead 
of continuing to produce errors for an extended period, as might  be 
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expected, the decoder ecovered after a relatively short burst of errors 
and was able to decode without further errors to the end of a run of 
540,000 message digits. This ability of a sequential decoder to recover 
had been observed previously in our own laboratory, Lyne, 1965 and 
Ong, 1967. It appears that others have observed this phenomenon, 
although no one seems to have studied the controlling factors. 
Some preliminary theoretical and simulation study has indicated 
that the ability to recover after a decoding error is highly dependent 
upon the choice of a generator sequenee. A basic property of the con- 
volutional code is that any sequence in the lower half of the initial 
tree can be used as the generator for the same set of codewords. The 
change of generator sequence changes the way the codewords are as- 
signed to various paths in the tree. The generator sequence g used in 
the simulation, while chosen for its distance properties, seems also to 
be a good choice with regard to recovery after a decoding error. A second 
sequence, to be designated g*, was chosen from the lower half of the 
initial tree, so that it has identical error-correcting capabilities until the 
first decoding error is made. It was chosen on the basis of properties 
which should make it less effective in achieving recovery after a decoding 
error. In order to provide a severe test of the relative abilities of the two 
codes to recover after a decoding error, a BSC with crossover probability 
p = 0.0604 was used. Operation of the short codes at R/Rco~,  = 0.76 
resulted in a comparatively large number of decoding errors. 
Results of the simulation are shown in Table 8. The sequence of 
216,000 message digits is divided into 20 sections of 10,800 digits each. 
The computer was programmed to analyse the behavior in each section. 
A total of 17 bursts of decoding errors was observed, which means that in 
at least 17 places channel error patterns were encountered which could 
not be handled by the codes. Until a decoding error is made, either code 
should be able to handle the same noise patterns. When a deeoding 
error is made, the length of burst for either code may depend in part on 
the noise conditions. But a comparison of the performance of the two 
codes shows a striking contrast which must be attn'buted to differences 
in the recovery properties under the same noise conditions. In those 
sections for which there is no decoding error, the same number of BRO 
and backup searches are required. The second code always required a 
somewhat higher number of paths per search. This is apparently a result 
of the order in which the permissible comparison paths x~ are arranged 
in the lookup table. Both codes have the same set of permissible x~, 
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but because of the manner in which they were generated, the two tables 
were arranged ifferently. Although this could have been modified to 
provide some reduction in the decoding effort for the second code, it 
would not have changed the recovery properties of that code. 
CONCLUSIONS 
While the simulation study in this paper has been quite limited, re- 
sults have been consistent with theoretical implications. Thus it would 
seem that relatively short codes, when properly chosen, should yield 
highly effective decoding systems for many applications. 
The decoding algorithm described can probably be improved. One 
goal was to develop an algorithm which can be programmed readily on 
available general purpose computers. Careful study of the algorithm 
by a skilled programmer would undoubtedly yield simplifications, at 
least on certain machines. On the other hand, the development of modern 
hardware suggests the feasibility of special purpose decoders which 
would exploit the small number of paths to be compared. The use of 
multi-input gates would make multi-segment path comparison as simple 
as branch-by-branch omparison, and would make threshold checking 
a very simple matter. Programming of the BRO and b-unit search 
should then be much easier. 
Other properties are under study. For example, a double tree struc- 
ture exists, which permits a bidirectional search that may reduce de- 
coding errors and improve decoder recovery behavior. Progress has been 
made in identifying properties of generator sequences which give good 
recovery properties. In any event, convolutional codes have an array 
of properties which have not been exploited fully in the development of 
decoding procedures. 
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